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I ) That the facts stating that the Respondents are engaged in the business of supplying electricity to its
registered consumers which also engages in the business of purchasing electricity from private
agencies such as the Rooftop Soar Power Plants and various other such agencies based upon the
terms and conditions determined by the Karnataka Electricity Regulatory Commission (KERC)
Bengaluru from time to time correct subject to correct interpretation of the terms and conditions.

2) As per to the averments made in point No. 2 of the respondents written arguments, The Karnataka
Electricity Regulatory commission (KERC) Bengluru having the authority t6 determine or fix the
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Tariffs is true but is only applicable to the New installations of such Rooftop Solar Power

Plants(RSPP) and not to the existing installations with retrospective effect. But the authority to

determine or change the tariff rates for such installations which are already in existence the

Hon'ble Apex court was pleased to annul the authority of the state commission, order of hon. Court

is attached.

3) The fact stating that the Respondents cannot determine the Tariffs for the Rooftop Solar Power

Plants is true and also regarding the fact that it is the duty of the HESCOM to follow the Tariff rates

as determined by the KERC is also true, but based upon the citations stated in the aforesaid ruling of
the apex court the KERC itself as a state commission does not have the authority to determine the

Tariffs which have already been agreed upon in the PPA between the parties, hence it is evident that

the respondents in the present case do not have the authority to change the Tariff rates as it is a clear

breach of contract on their behalf. Hence it is proved that the Respondents are liable to pay the

complainant the agreed tariff rate which being Rs7.08/ unit ds per the PPA.

4) The fact stating that the complainant is not a consumer is false in nature, the complainant is a
registered consumer of the HESCOM and the HESCOM itself has provided the complainant with

two registered meters Bearing RR No. ACLl4l27 and RR No. AAEH14129 and consumer ID

Bearing No. 580487730000 and 4604873000 upon which the Rooftop Solar Power Plants have been

connected, also the complainant receives the electricity from the Respondent Company (HESCOM)

through the same registered Meters installed by the Respondents Theme selves and have not denied

this fact in any way, More Over in the second part of preamble of the PPA which gives the

introduction of the consumer, it clearly states that the complainant "Mr Ashok Adhyapak the

consumer of HECOM"..... the very existence of this phrase in the PPA drafted by the

Respondents is sufficient evidence that the Respondents have accepted the complainant as

consumer. And hence, based upon this fact the complainant falls within the definition of the

consumer, Hence it is sufficiently proved that the complainant is a registered consumer of the

HESCOM.

5) The fact stating that the PPA made between the both the parties is based upon the order of the KERC

is true, however the KERC has the authority to determine or fix tariff rates for only new installations

and clearly does not have authority to change the tariff of the installations which have already been

commissioned, The point has been satisfied by the complainant in the above points.

6) The respondents in point no.6 of their written arguments have clearly admitted the fact that they

have made an agreement dated :2010412017,PPA, with the complainant. For one RSTPV generation

system of 10 KWP, the registered RR NO. ACL14727 bearing ID no. 4604813000, which is
sufficient proof that the Respondents are Liable to pay the complainant the agreed Tariff rate i.e RS

7.08/ unit for a period of 25 years.

7) The Respondents in point no 7 of their Written Arguments have again clearly admitted the fact that

they made a second agreement dated: l6l08l20ll,PPA, for a SRTPV generation system of 6 KWP

based on registered RR No.AAEHl4l29 bearing ID NO.58048773000 at the tariff rate of RS7.08/

unit for a period of 25 years, Hence it has been proved satisfactorily by the complainant that the

Respondents are liable to pay him the agreed Tariff Rate of RS7.08/ unit for a period of 25 years.

8) The complainant submits in response to point no 8 of the respondents written argument that

a) It is false to state that the complainant cannot insist the Respondents to pay him the agreed tariff
rate as it the right of the complainant to receive the agreed amount of RS 7.08/ unit as a right

bestowed upon him through the agreement , PPA, as the bilateral agreement provides him the

right to the agreed tariff rate as determined by the KERC itself in the agreement.

b) The Respondents in point no 8 clause (A) have clearly admitted that the HESCOM shall pay the

complainant the net metered energy, at RS 7.08/ unit as determined by the KERC for the period

dooooo$ddqre6 : erldldgJe6, dr.a.d.do.e., dddrld,a.o. d{, &gg-cao o25.
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of the agreement, Hence, the complainant has been able to pay him the agreed tariff rate of fiS
7.08/unit.

9) In response to point no. 9 of the written argument it is false to state that the complainant has-
purposefully not clubbed both the installations of the SRTPV generating systems and is also
derogatory to the complainant stating that he has an evil intention to get more and more tariff at the
time of the installation of the second RTSPP there was no such order of the KERC not allowing two
SRTPV installations on one single rooftop then. Secondly though the KERC has made an
amendment in its order dated 1510912017, The order clearly states that the order is applicable only
from the date of this order making it prospective in nature and not retrospective, Hence, the
complainant is at no fault in their present case and hence is liable to receive the agreed tariff rate
from the respondent for both the SRTPv installations at Rs 7.08/ unit.

10)Point No. l0 of the WA of the Respondents does not arise in the present case as clause 9 stated in
annexure 2 and 3 of the plaint deals only with the termination of the agreement Hence it is proved
that clause 9 of both the PPA does not prima facie arise.

11)The complainant in response to point no. 11 of the respondents WA would like to submit that that
the complainant has approached the respondents trying to solve the grievance through mutual
negotiations as per clause 10 of both the PPAs I .E
a) Through mutual negotiations, the correspondence letters between the parties has been annexed in

the plaint, since the mutual negotiations failed the complainant was forced to approach this
ho'nble forum for the redressal of his grievance, CGRF being the forum of first appeal as per
FORMAT-A of the KERCs grievance redressal mechanism. However here also the case was not
heard properly, the complainant was forced to approach Ombudsman, and as per the o,-r
direction of the Hon. Authority the case being heard now. -

12) The Respondents in point 72 of their written argument have stated that the complainant has forced
the respondents to arrive to a conclusion is False and Derogatory to the complainant. As per the
Annexure 11 of the plaint the complainant has requested the Respondents to redress the grievance.
And the fact that the complainant has filled this complaint hurriedly is false as the complainant has
tried to mutually negotiate the grievance for nearly 24 months.

13) The complainants have produced ANNEXURE-12 is order to prove that the said order of the KERC
is simply PROSPECTIVE in nature and NOT retrospective . Hence the Respondents are trying to
mislead the Ho'nble forum by making false submissions.

14) The complainants have time and again proved in points 12 and 13 of this WA that he has exhausted
all the remedies and only then approached this Ho'nble forum for the redressal of his grievance.

15) The apex court in its decision was pleased to state that the state commission (KERCO has authority
to only correct itself and does not have the authority to change the tariff rates once fixed upon by
entering into a legal bilateral agreement, the decision of the Hon. Apex court is wholly applicable to
this present case in hand as it has a wide meaning and does not specifically attend to bankirE,
charges. (ANNEXURE-I7 of the main plaint). It is also a fact that neither parties have not
approached the Hon. Authority of KERC raising any dispute regarding the tariff. It is also a fact that
the respondents have paid the bill for installation no.l at the rate of Rs 7.08/PU for one month.
Therefore respondents cannot change the agreed tariff unilaterally and have no power to do so,
which is agreed by the respondents.

16)It has been time and again proved by the complainant the the agreement, PPA, for the second
SRTPV generating system was made before the KERC Order dated 1510912017, wherein the order
clearly states that the order is applicable only from the date of the order, Which shows the intention
of the KERC to give it a prospective effect and not have a retrospective effect, Further it is submitted
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that both the agreements were made on different dates and well before the KERC passed the order

dated 1510912011.

Therefore , the complainant has satisfactorily proved his contentions and hence the Ho'nble forum
may be pleased to accept this complaint and direct the Respondents to pay the complainant the

charges as per to the agreement at the rate of Rupees 7.08/unit along with interests till date and also

for the entire period of the PPA.

1) Any other relief the Forum court may deem fit.

aJ.d.gtoA ieadrC e)$d Ceet &dd:

1] The opponent HESCOM company supplying the Electricity to the registered consumers. And
some time with purchases the power from Private agencies through Rooftop Solar Power Photovoltaic
(SRTPV) from different private persons as per the terms and condition determined by the Karnataka
Electricity Regulatory Commission (KERC) Bengaluru from time to time.
2l The Karnataka Electricity Regulatory Commission (KERC) Bengaluru Fixes or determine the Tariff
for the supply of electricity by a Generating Company to a distribution to the HESCOM.
3] Therefore, opponent HESCOM cannot determine the Tariff price to the Rooftop Solar Power
Photovoltaic (SRTPV) power plants. And it is the duty of the HESCOM to follow the Tariff rates

determined by the KERC.
4) The complainant is not the registered consumer as per the definition envisaged or defined in the Act.
The opponent- HESCOM is purchasing Rooftop Solar Power Photovoltaic (SRTPV) from the complainant
on the basis of contract agreement with condition of variation of price structure made by the KERC
Bengaluru.
5] Therefore if any agreement made between complainant and opponent HESCOM regarding power
purchase agreement for Rooftop solar Power photovoltaic(SRTPV) plants with net agreement based on
KERC order, same has been clearly enumerated in the agreement at initial points of agreement.
6l The complainant has agreed to supply of 10 KWP energy through Rooftop Solar Power Photovoltaic
(SRTPV) Generation System on Net Metering basis under R R No. ACL 14127 ID No. 4604873000. The
HESCOM and complainant both have executed the agreement on2010412017. Net metered rate at Rs 7.08/
ps. For the period of25 years.
7l Thereafter again complainant has established the extension of the second installation capacity of 6
KWP of Rooftop Solar Power Photovoltaic (SRTPV) Generation system on Net metering basis under RR
No. ACL/14129 ID No. 58048773000 date of execution of power purchaser (PPP) Agreement taken place

on 1610812017 net metered energy at Rs. 7.08ps.
8] That in both agreements as noted by complainant as Annexure-2 and Annexure-3 on page number 2.

Clause's enumerated that

" HESCOM intends to purchase not energy exported by such SRTPV System at the rate of tariff
determined by the KERC"

This clause denotes that complainant cannot insist the opponent HESCOM to pay tariff as agreed rate

of Rs. 7.08 ps per unit as mentioned in clause 6.1 Tariff
(a) The HESCOM shall pay for the net metered energy, at the Rs.7.08 ps KWH as determined by the

KERC for the term of the agreement:
Therefore, in the light of above the Annexure No.2 &3 are final both shall follow the KERC Tariff

policy.
9] The complainant has purposefully not clubbed both installation of Rooftop Solar Power
Photovoltaic (SRTPV) Generator System in Unique installation. The complainant has with an evil
intention to get more and more Tariff on higher side created two separate Rooftop Solar Power
Photovoltaic (SRTPV) installations on the same roof is not correct.
10] That in Annexure 2 & 3 in its para No. 9 it is fuither enumerated the Terms and Termination of the
Agreement are not followed before the approaching this Hon'ble CGRF. Belagavi. Therefore, the
complaint itself is "PREMATURE" the complainant has not allowed the HESCOM opponent to issue
termination notice hence the complaint is premature same is not maintainable without the due formalities
noted in the Annexure 2 8.3.

draooaolddqleo : &rlabdqleo, d).a.d.do.&., dddrld,&.€e. d{, dgg-cao o25.
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11] The complainant has not exercised the clause 10 of the agreement so without the conclusion dirgctiy
approached the CGRF Belagavi is not correct on the part of the complainant. Therefore on this count alone
the complaint itself prematured same has not at followed all the formalities before approaching the CGRF
Belagavi.
12) That in Annexure-l 1 the complainant himself has forced the HESCOM to arrive the conclusive on
1211212018 with his own way. It is not correct on the part of the complainant. Hence complainant has not
allowed the HESCOM to answer the same and hurriedly filed this complaint is PREMATUREDE not
enforceable before the CGRF Belagavi.
13] The Complainant himself produced the Annexure-l2 whereas the KERC Bengaluru has decided Rs.
4-00 ps per unit on1510912017 itself goes to shows that the tariff rate changes time to time according to that
the agreement is also going to changed of after the notice.
141 The complainant has not exhausted the remedy before the opponents -HESCOM straight way filed
this complaint before CGRF Belagavi is not correct and no notice issued by the complainant as per the
clause No .9 of the agreement.
15] The Annexure-17 judgments of the Hon'ble High court of Karnataka Bengaluru pertaining to the
Banking charges. Hence, same are not applicable to the present case in hand.
16] Whereas KERC Bengaluru has passed the order on1510912017 in respect of Tariff other operational
procedure applicable in respect of multiple Combined Rooftop Solar Power photovoltaic (SRTPV)
installations in a single premises fixed Tariff of Rs.4-00 ps per unit. Hence, agreement between the
Complainant and Opponent HESCOM has taken place at the time of second agreement of the complainant.

Therefore, the complainant has not exhausted the remedy as per Annexure 2 &, 3 without
conciliation or termination of the agreement and the complainant is not the consumer and filed this
complaint before this CGRF Belagavi is liable to be dismissed in the interest ofjustice and equity.
4. drodd doerud acbdd &o$o$mo @Qmd, z3orls.ndr, "add e:ded Boadr:ase/037l

Ooaod:15.09.2017 dg e E$ndod udeddd>* d.odBtudrsod;
Subject to the other terms specified n the Commission's Orders dated 1Oth October,2013.2nd Ma!

2076 and 19th September, 2016, and further subject to the provisions of the KERC (Implementation of
Solar Rooftop Photovoltaic Power Plants) Regulations,20l6. the Commission decides:

01. To allow on net metering basis, installation of multiple SRTPV units. by a single registered
consumer or multiple registered consumers on common rooftop in a premises without any existing
SRTPV unit, with the capacity of such units not exceeding the sanctioned load of the connected
installation of the respective registered consumer.

02. To allow on gross metering basis, a registered consumer having multiple installations in a premises
without any existing SRTPV unit to install single SRTPV unit with installed capacity not exceeding the
total combined sanctioned load of all the installations of such registered consumer and with billing on
one chosen installation.

03. To allow on gross metering basis, multiple registered consumers having multiple installations in a
premises without any existing SRTPV unit to install single SRTPV unit with installed capacity not
exceeding the total combined sanctioned load of all such installations, subject to nomination of any one
consumer in whose name the gross metered energy is to be billed.

04. To allow on net metering basis, multiple registered consumers having multiple installations in "
premises having an existing SRTPV unit of a single consumer, to install multiple SRTPV units with t-
capacity of each such unit not exceeding the sanctioned load of the connected installation of respective
registered consumer. Provided the consumer of the existing SRTPV installation agrees to cancel the
existing PPA and enters into a new PPA on net metering basis with the tariff prescribed in this Order.

05. To allow on gross metering basis multiple registered consumers i having multiple installations in a
premises having an existing SRTPV unit of a single consLlmer. to install additional SRTPV unit with
the combined installed capacity of such unit including the existing unit not exceeding the total
combined sanctioned load of all the registered consumers in the premises and with the billing of the
additional SRIPV unit being done on one nominated consumer. Provided that the consumer of the
existing SRIPV unit agrees to cancel the existing PPA and enters into a new PPA for his existing
SRTPV unit under gross metering with the tariff prescribed in this Order.

06. To allow in all the above cases. phased capacity addition so as not to exceed the sanctioned capacity
as applicable to thei respective single SRTPV unit or multiple SRTPV units.

dooooosrddqreO : erlalrdqjeo, d).a.d.do.&., dddrld,6.ee. d{, &eln-cao opo.
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07. To allow on gross metering basis. a single registered consumer with multiple installations in a

premises having an existing SRTPV unit to scale up the capacity of such SRIPV unit to the combined

sanctioned load of all his installations. provided the consumer agrees to cancel the existing PPA and

enters into a new PPA tor the total installed capacity.
08. To allow in the case of existing SRIPV units. any change in the sanctioned load of the connected

consumer installation or any change in the tariff category of the connected consumer installation,
provided such consumer agrees to cancel the existing PPA and enters into a new PPA with the tariff
prescribed in this Order.

09. To specify that the tariff payable to the energy injected into the distribution licensee's system in all
the above cases either under net metering or gross metering, shall be the latest finalised APPC rates
notified by the Commission or Rs 4l- per unit whichever is less.

This Order shall be effective from the date of this Order and shall be in force till 31't March 2018.

This Order is signed and issued by the Karnataka Electricity Regulatory Commission at Bengaluru, on
Friday 15" of September,2017.

5. Ooood: 20.04.2017 (xo*dd ioadr: AcL1,4r27 &xi-odJddr:10KW)6"rfu? 16.08.2017 (xo*dd

ioa3r: AAEH14129 & Eo$ddr:6KW)doc> d:een*ded f,rd Adrdd wd.deaa fre^ldro*fl,
gi,Saa0-l "add d.radri Cod:aodd qedgo$ .)ddd $oeO t-{od &dd;

e9. xpdd iosd": nCtr+rzz d &d)"d $OeO rdod: This power purchase agreement is entered into at
awrca

(place) Belagavi on this 2Oth day of April-2017 between Hubli Electricity Supply Company Limited
(HESCOM), a Government of karnataka undertaking a company formed and incorporated in India under the

Companies Act-1956, with its registered office located at Belagavi Karnataka State, hereinafter referred to

as the "HESCOM", ( which expression shall unless repugnant to the context or meaning thereof, include its

successors and permitted assigns) party of the first part represented by AEE, CSD1 HESCOM Belagavi.

AND

ASHOK D ADYAPAK the consumer of HESCOM residing at (address) 1568/1 Aditi Apartment Maruti

Galli, Belagavi. Hereinafter referred to as the " Seller" (which Expression shall, unless repugnant to the

context or meaning thereof, include its successors and permitted assigns) as party of the second part.

Whereas,

a. The Seller intends to connect and operate the Solar Roof Top Photo Voltaic (SRTPV) system with
ESCOM's HT/LT Distribution system for sale of Solar Power to HESCOM in terms of the

Karnataka Electricity Regulatory Commission (KERC) order No.s103/0112013 dated: 10.10.2013 or

as amended from time to time.

b. The Seller intends to install/has installed a SRTPV system of 10 kwp capacity on the rooptop of the

premises situated at 1568/1 Aditi Apartment Maruti Galli Belagavi and connected to electricity
service connection bearing number (RR No) ACLl4l27 in the same premises under CSD lSub-

Division of HESCOM.
c. The Seller intends to sell net energy exported from the SRTPV system to HESCOM as recorded in

the bi-directional meter installed in the seller's premises, from the date of commissioning of the

SRTPV system.

d. HESCOM intends to purchase net energy exported by such SRTPV system at the tariff determined

by the KERC.

Now therefore, in consideration of the foregoing premises the parties hereto, intending to be legally

bound hereby agree as under:

1. Technical and Interconnection Requirements:

ilooooooddereo : arldrdqJeo, d).a.d.do.e., dddrrd,&.€e. d$, dlgg-cao o25.
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Seller shall ensure his SRTPV system complies with the following technical and interconnection
requirement and shall:

1.1 Comply with the standards and conditions in respect of integrating the SRTPV system with the gridi
distribution system.

1.2 Connect the SRTPV system to HESCOM's distribution system and shall be bound by requirements
of state Grid and distribution code as amended from time to time.

1.3 Install, prior to connection of SRTPV system to HESCOM's distribution system, an inverter with an
automatic inbuilt isolation devise.

1.4 Provide external manual isolation mechanism with suitable locking facility so that SRTPV system
will back-feed into the HESCOM's network in case of power outage of the HESCOM's distribution
system, and it shall be accessible for HESCOM to operate, of required, during maintenance/
emergency conditions.

1.5 Install all the equipment of SRTPV system compliant with relevant Intemational (IEEE/IEC) and
Indian standards (BIS).

1.6 SRTPV system shall be designed, engineered and constructed and operated by the seller or on his
behalf with reasonable diligence subject to all applicable Indian laws, Regulations as amended from
time to time and orders having the force of law.

1.7 Adhere to the following power quality measures as per the International and Indian standards and/or
such other measures stipulated by KERC/HESCOM:

a. Harmonic current: Harmonic current injections from a generation unit shall not exceed the limits
specified in Itrtrtr 519.

b. Voltage at the injection point should be

connected voltage.

in the operating range of 80% to II0% of the nominal

c. Flicker: Operation of Photovoltaic system shouldn't cause voltage flicker in excess of the
stated in the relevant sections of IEC standards or other equivalent Indian standards, if any.

-
limits

Frequency: when the Distribution system fi'equency deviates outside the specified conditions
(50.05H2 on upper side and 47.5H2 on lower side), the SRTPV system shall shift to island mode.
DC injection: photovoltaic system should not inject DC power more than 0.5Yo of full rated output at
the interconnection point or lYo of rated invefter output cur:rent into distribution system under any
operating conditions.

f. Power Factor: While the output of the inverter is greater than 50oh, a lagging power factor of greater
than 0.9 shall be maintained.

1.8 The SRTPV system in the event of voltage or frequency variations must island/disconnect itself as

per IEC standards within the stipulated period.
2. Safety:

The seller shall comply with the following safety measures:
2.7 The seller shall comply with the Central Electricity Authority ( Measures Relating to Safety

Electricity Supply) Regulations 201 0.

2.2 The seller shall ensure that, the design, installation, maintenance
are in a manner conducive to the safety of the SRTPV system as

d.

e.

a!

-
and operation of the SRTPV system

well as the HESCOM's distribution
system.

2.3Lf the Seller's SRTPV system either causes damage to and/or produces adverse effects on the other
consumers' of HESCOM's assets, seller will disconnect SRTPV system immediately from the
distribution system by himself or upon directions from the HESCOM and rectify the same at his own
cost before reconnection.

3. Clearances and Approvals:
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The Seller shall obtain HESCOM's and other statutory approvals and clearances before connecting

the SRTPV system to the distribution system.

4. Access and Disconnection
4.1 HESCOM shall have access to metering equipment and disconnection device of SRTPV system,

both automatic and manual, at all times.

4.2In emergency or outage situation, where there is no access to a disconnecting device either automatic

or manual, the HESCOM shall have the right to disconnect power supply to the premise.

5. Liabilities

The Seller Shall be solely responsible for availing any fiscal or other incentive provided by the

state/Central government, at his own expenses.

6. Commercial Settlement-

6.l Tariff:
a. The HESCOM shall pay for the net metered energy at Rs.7.08 per kwh as determined by the

KERC for the term of the agreement.

b. The Seller shall pay the Electricity tax and other statutory levies, pertaining to SRTPV

generation, as may be levied from time to time.

c. The seller shall not have claim for compensation, if the Solar power generated by his SRTPV

system could not be absorbed by the distribution system due to failure of power supply in the

grid/distribution system for the reasons, such as line clear, load shedding and line faults,

whatsoever.

7. Metering:

7.1 The parties shall arrange to shift the existing meter to the generation side of SRTPV to measure

solar power generation and install Bi-directional meter (whole current/CT Operated) for recording

export and import of energy at the point of interconnection to the distribution system. The bi

directional meter shall comply with the Central Electricity Authority (Installation and operation of
meters) Regulations, 2006 and shall have the following features:

i. Separate registers for recording export and import energy with facility to download by Meter

Reading Instrument(MRl).

ii. KVA, kw and KVAR measuring registers for both import and export.

iii. Meter shall have RS232 (or higher) communication optical port /Radio Frequency (RF) port to
support Automatic Meter Reading (AMR).

7.2The seller shall install the meter of SRTPV system and bi directional meter in separate meter boxes

in the same proximity or at a suitable place in the premises accessible for the purpose of recording

the reading whenever necessary.

8. BILLING AND PAYMENT:

8.1 HESCOM shall issue monthly electricity bill for the net metered energy on the scheduled date of
meter reading.

8.2In case, the exported energy is more than the imported energy, HESCOM shall pay for the net

energy exported as per Tariff agreed in this agreement with in 30 days of issue of bills duly adjusting

the fixed charges and electricity duty if any.

dooooo$ddqre6 : &rtd,rdsie6, dr.e.d.do.s., dddrld,a.as. d{, dlgg-cao o25.
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8.3 In case, the exported energy

net imporled e energy as per

time to time.

8.4 Hf SCOM shall pay interest

charges in case of any delay

from the date of issue of bill.

is less than the imported energy, the seller shall pay HESCOM for the
the prevailing retail supply tariff determined by the commission frorn

at the same rates as is being levied on the consumers for late payment
in payment for the net energy exported beyond 30 (thirty) days period

Explanation: Net metered energy means the difference of meter readings of energy injected by the
SRTPV system into the grid (export ) and the energy drawn from the grid for use by the seller (import)
recorded in the bi-directional meter.

9. Term and Termination of the Agreement

9.1 This agreement shall be in force for a period of 25 years from the date of commissioning of the
SRTPV system unless terminated otherwise as provided here under.

9.2 The seller shall have the right to terminate this agreement at any time by serving a written notice 60
(sixty) days in advance to HESCOM.

9.3If the seller commits any breach of the terms of the Agreement, HESCOM shall serve a written
notice specifying the breach and calling upon the seller to remedy/rectify the same within 30 (thirty)
days or at such other period and at the expiry of 30 (Thirty) days or such other period from the
delivery of the notice, Karnataka Electricity Regulatory Commission page 5 HESCOM may
terminate the agreement by delivering the termination notice, if the seller falls to remedy/ rectify.

9.4 Upon termination of this Agreement, seller shall disconnect the SRTPV system from the distribution
system and intimate the same to HESCOM .

10. Dispute Resolution: All the disputes between the parties arising out of or in connection with thi6
agreement shall be first tried to be settled through mutual negotiation . The parties shall resolve the
dispute in good faith and in equitable manner. In case of failure to resolve the dispute, either of the
parties may approach the appropriate forum of law.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Seller and the HESCOM have entered into this Agreement executed
on the date and year first set forth above.

e"l. so dd ioaj^: AAEH14129 d .)d>..d s)OeO z.dod: This power purchase agreement is entered intou-a

at (place) Belagavi on this 08 Aug-2017 between Hubli Electricity Supply Company Limited (HESCOM), a
Government of karnataka undertaking a company formed and incorporated in India under the Companies
Act-1956, with its registered office located at HUBLI Karnataka State, herein referred to as the
"HESCOM", ( which expression shall unless repugnant to the context or meaning thereof, include its
successors and permitted assigns) party of the first part represented by Asst Executive Engineer.

AND

MR.ASHOK D ADYAPAK the consumer of HESCOM residing at (address) 1568/1 Aditi Apart-.ili
Maruti Galli, Belagavi. Hereinafter referred to as the " Seller" (which Expression shall, unless repugnant to
the context or meaning thereof, include its successors and permitted assigns) as party of the second part.

Whereas,

a. The Seller intends to connect and operate the Solar Roof Top Photo Voltaic (SRTPV) system with
ESCOM's HT/LT Distribution system for sale of Solar Power to HESCOM in terms of the
Karnataka Electricity Regulatory Commission (KERC) order No.sl03l0ll20l3 or as amended from
time to time.

doouu-oosJdddeo : &rldrdqJeo, d).a.d.do.s., dddrjd,6.€s. d{, &gg-cao o2J.
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b. The Seller intends to install a SRTPV system of 6 kwp capacity on the rooptop of the premises

situated at 156811 Aditi Apartment Maruti Galli Belagavi and connected to electricity service
" connection bearing number (RR No) AAEH14129 AND ACCOUNT ID NO 5804873000 in the

same premises under CSD lSub-Division of HESCOM BELGAVI'
c. The Seller intends to sell net energy exported from the SRTPV system to HESCOM as recorded in

the bi-directional meter installed in the seller's premises, from the date of commissioning of the

SRTPV system.

d. HESCOM intends to purchase net energy exported by such SRTPV system at the tariff determined

by the KERC.

Now therefore, in consideration of the foregoing premises the parties hereto, intending to be legally
bound hereby agree as under:

1. Technical and Interconnection Requirements:

Seller shall ensure his SRTPV system complies with the following technical and interconnection
requirement and shall:

1.1 Comply with the standards and conditions in respect of integrating the SRTPV system with the
grid/ distribution system.

1.2 Connect the SRTPV system to HESCOM's distribution system and shall be bound by requirements
of state Grid and distribution code as amended from time to time.

1.3 Install, prior to connection of SRTPV system to HESCOM's distribution system, a Inverter with an

automatic inbuilt isolation devise.

1.4 Provide external manual isolation mechanism with suitable locking facility so that SRTPV system

will back-feed into the HESCOM's network in case of power outage of the HESCOM's distribution
system, and it shall be accessible for HESCOM to operate, of required, during maintenance/
emergency conditions.

1.5 Install all the equipment of SRTPV system compliant with relevant International (IEEE/IEC) and

Indian standards (BIS).
1.6 SRTPV system shall be designed, engineered and constructed and operated by the seller or on his

behalf with reasonable diligence subject to all applicable Indian laws, Regulations as amended from
time to time and orders having the force of law.

1.7 Adhere to the following power quality measures as per the International and Indian standards and/or
such other measures stipulated by KERC/HESCOM:

A. Harmonic current: Harmonic current injections from a generation unit shall not exceed the limits
specified in IEEE 519.

B. Voltage at the injection point should be in the operating range of 80% to 1l0o/o of the nominal
connected voltage.

C. Flicker: Operation of Photovoltaic system shouldn't cause voltage flicker in excess of the limits
stated in the relevant sections of IEC standards or other equivalent Indian standards, if any.

D. Frequency: when the Distribution system frequency deviates outside the specified conditions
(50.05H2 on upper side and 47.5H2 on lower side), the SRTPV system shall shift to island mode.

E. DC injection: photovoltaic system should not inject DC power more than 0.5o/o of full rated output at

the interconnection point or lYo of rated inverter output current into distribution system under any
operating conditions.

F. Power Factor: While the output of the inverter is greater than 50o/o, a lagging power factor of greater

than 0.9 shall be maintained.
1.8 The SRTPV system in the event of voltage or frequency variations must island/disconnect itself as

per IEC standards within the stipulated period.

2. Safety:
The seller shall comply with the following safety measures:

dJaoooquddqleo : &rldlddeo, do.a.d.do.e., dddrld,a.o. d{, dlgg-cao o25.
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2.1The seller shall comply with the Central Electricity Authority ( Measures Relating to Safety.and
Electricity Supply) Regulations 20 1 0.

2.2The seller shall ensure that, the design, installation, maintenance and operation of the SRTPV system
are in a manner conducive to the safety of the SRTPV system as well as the HESCOM's distribution
system.

2.3If the Seller's SRTPV system either causes damage to and/or produces adverse effects on the other
consumers' of HESCOM's assets, seller will disconnect SRTPV system immediately from the
distribution system by himself or upon directions from the HESCOM and rectify the same at his own
cost before reconnection.

3. Clearances and Approvals:
The Seller shall obtain HESCOM's and other statutory approvals and clearances before connecting
the SRTPV system to the distribution system.
Access and Disconnection
HESCOM shall have access to metering equipment and disconnectiong device of SRTPV system,
both automatic and rnanual- at all tirnes.

4.2In emergency or outage situation, where there is no access to a disconnecting device either automatic
or manual, the HESCOM shall have the right to disconnect power supply to the premise.

5. Liabilities

The Seller Shall be solely responsible for availing any fiscal or other incentive provided
state/Central government, at his own expenses.

6. CommercialSettlement

by the

a. The HESCOM shall pay for the net metered energy at Rs.7.08 per kwh as determined by t'
KERC for the term of the agreement. -b. The Seller shall pay the Electricity tax and other statutory levies, pertaining to SRTPV
generation, as may be levied from time to time.

c. The seller shall not have claim for compensation, if the Solar power generated by his SRTPV
system could not be absorbed by the distribution system due to failure of power supply in the
grid/distribution system for the reasons, such as line clear, load shedding and line faults,
whatsoever.

7. Metering:

7.1 The parties shall arrange to shift the existing meter to the generation side of SRTPV to measure
solar power generation and install Bi-directional meter (whole current/CT Operated) for recording
export and import of energy at the point of interconnection to the distribution system. The bi
directional meter shall comply with the Central Electricity Authority (Installation and operation of
meters) Regulations, 2006 and shall have the following features:

i. Separate registers for recording export and import energy with facility to download by Meter
Reading Instrument(MRl).

ii. KVA, kw and KVAR measuring registers for both import and export.

iii. Meter shall have RS232 (or higher) communication optical port /Radio Frequency (RF) port to
support Automatic Meter Reading (AMR).

7.2The seller shall install the meter of SRTPV system and bi directional rneter in separate meter boxes
in the same proximity or at a suitable place in the premises accessible for the purpose of recording
the reading whenever necessary.

8. BILLING AND PAYMENT:

8.1 HESCOM shall issue monthly electricity bill for the net metered energy on the scheduled date of
meter reading.

draoooo$ddereO : ,srlabdqJeo, d).a.d.do.&., dddrid,.D.ee. dd, *BB-oao o2o.
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8.2In case, the exported energy is more than the imported energy, HESCOM shall pay for the net

energy exported as per Tariff agreed in this agreement within 30 days of issue of bills duly adjusting

the fixed charges and electricity duty if any.

8.3 In case, the exported energy is less than the imported energy, the seller shall pay HESCOM for the

net imported energy as per the prevailing retail supply tariff determined by the Commission from
time to time.

8.4 HESCOM shall pay interest at the same rates as is being levied on the consumers for late payment
charges in case of any delay in payment for the net energy exported beyond 30 (thirty) days period
from the date of issue of bill.

Explanation: Net metered energy means the
SRTPV system into the grid (export ) and the
recorded in the bi-directional meter.

9.Term and Termination of the Agreement

difference of meter readings of energy inj ected by the
energy drawn from the grid for use by the seller (import)

9.1 This agreement shall be in force for a period of 25 years from the date of commissioning of the
SRTPV system unless terminated otherwise as provided here under.

9.2The seller shall have the right to terminate this agreement at any time by serving a written notice 60
(sixty) days in advance to HESCOM.

9.3 If the seller commits any breach of the terms of the Agreement, HESCOM shall serve a written
notice specifying the breach and calling upon the seller to remedy/rectify the same within 30 (thirty)
days or at such other period and at the expiry of 30 (Thirty) days or such other period from the

delivery of the notice, Karnataka Electricity Regulatory Commission page 5 HESCOM may
terminate the agreement by delivering the termination notice, if the seller falls to remedy/ rectify.

9.4 Upon termination of this Agreement, seller shall disconnect the SRTPV system from the distribution
system and intimate the same to HESCOM .

l0.Dispute Resolution:

All the disputes between the parties arising out of or in connection with this agreement shall be first
tried to be settled through mutual negotiation . The parties shall resolve the dispute in good faith and in
equitable manner. In case of failure to resolve the dispute, either of the parties may approach the appropriate
forum of law.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Seller and the HESCOM have entered into this Agreement executed on the
date and year first set forth above.

deOdo$, eJoiraeriOod OCoedd idriood $e $&ee; mOdoed, d8ee.:d:, a3$rro.)

"adcb dr dsndod erpago3:dd>* OeGdrood;(idoo$dd eupago$d deo$drd e-rrl8ld)

1) The term consumer as referred to in PPA has restricted meaning so far as to consumption of power

supplied by HESCOM-Agency is concerned and same does not extend to the complainant who in turn

supplying power to the HESCOM.

2) This aspect is evident from the clause (e) of Regulation 2 of KERC [CGRF & OMBUDSMAN]

REGULATIONS 2004. This clause defines "Complaint" as any grievance made by a consumer "with regard

to supply of electricity by the licensee".....

Thus, CGRF has jurisdiction over the grievances made by the consumers only with regard to supply

of electricity by HESCOM and same does not extend with regard to the supply of electricity by Complainant

to the HESCOM.

dooooooddqte0 : &rldrdqle6, d).a.d.do.e., dddrld,&.6. d{, dlgg-cao o25.
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This aspect further made clear at Regulation 6.1 of KERC [CGRF & oMBUDSMAN] REGULATtot\iS
2004 which reads as "..... relating to distribution and supply of power issued by the commission...."

Thus, the grievance of present complainant who has approached this forum with a grievance not
regarding supply electricity by HESCOM but regarding tariff amount payable by HESCOM for the power
supplied by the complainant does not come within purview of CGRF jurisdiction.

Therefore, CGRF is not having jurisdiction overthe subject matter mentioned bythe complainant in
his complaint. The nature of contract under PPA is commercial contract and the complainant has not
quantified the claim in terms of money. ln view of establishment of commercial courts specially dealing
with commercial disputes and disputes arising out of commercial contracts, and the pecuniary jurisdiction

of Commercial courts has been brought down to 3lakhs rupees, if the complainant has claim of Rs.3 lakhs

or above, the complainant may approach Commercial Court and if the claim is less than 3lakh rupees then
complainant may approach competent civil court.

Forthese reasons, the complaint of the complainant is liable to be returned forwant of jurisdiction
and hence the CGRF hereby decides to return the complaint to the Complainant without making any
orders on merits of the case with a liberty to the complainant to approach the competent court of law as

observed above.

ciecJ:oodd 3p,Adcd cilood dcodD,

e;DdoiJ$a, d ? sc tu sded 6?rLo 
"ddlddiC azpryo3: dr dsndod 

"&dd:

clodcc"'odd o-orfua deaeO
eJ:o $eirl S $d er d eJ,JD e E Beio A,

o .tueod $dl ioaS, (s)(e)&(?Jl Og *1568/l droc,rg rl0, aigrnddOdJd amedat,

dcd: rlrd.nedoloA z.ode dqdd ai:ew*ded d>eej add> io4 d>een*ded sd
adJdd wd-deao #[Jd60+n, ooood: 20.04.2017 (xo*dd ioa5r: AcL1,4r2t &

mc:frrr:1oKw) aarh 16.08.2017 (m*dd Soadr: AAEH1.4L29 & ro$d6F:6KW) doc,
gi8asoo-l 'add d.rDdri docbooddc Qedfo3, aqd sDoeo a"{od
droBtooG&ed.

o 6oaod:25.09.2017 "$dr 30.11.2017 dodr gi8aoa-l "adcb .zia3:eeoaaA, xn*dd

iosdr: AcL1.4t2t & AAEH14129 rlgri dceen*ded fod ad)dd wddma #t;dd
qrdodd oado,t,d.gedofei$ drGeddsoc$4 OeG&Bd.

e docJco'odd OsDd deedoJ:O d..a.eto.x, CN ac6-o8 ddddr* Odrolod dd*e*
d.ooOdodOe.:, aod: "$oa,$dJ6od. e:dd, deOdo3:: dr degdoJ:do* z.abdoe3.
doart^ld oozi, idrodd uedoaSd noa3r:Aor 21 e)a:i61 2014 ONEoE:22.05.2014

d 3i, io:08 d Segment2: dO "The GoK shall promote grid connected solar rooftop

project on public building, domestic, commercial and industrial establishments through net
metering and gross metering methods based on tariff orders issued by KERC from time to
time." aodm, d."a.escn.x, o3r: Odroi:d asaa8 ddde] drog AdJ6d aloeO
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s^,dodri$&d dmdendcdd $E s ddde] zre.:rd$d:n uod8d:adentuddr

"rod: dr de0E erQilgc$ ddrqd.

o giSaaOrlsc ddlu ' 
' OsDd depdo3:O dodcoadcb $Oe O z,"dod

C^J

dmadooad:{dood, dod:cndd: n3ddd-: urb{Oc.:, u{00d, erdori A
'r'deOdri drod> &edsr erdmd.)&d)o?, aodr d:oax:&dd$o * deOd

e-dod0e3. 6odeo, d&d, dooooourd rgddori drog d:eerordedoS: abee3 f,od

^-'d wd*dma dtJdzi$$4 ro*.lie;: etdradaddd. udoood, edd)c^JG Jd(

dcaddo0o3: rgdd& erA&Eod aar(o dr deodo3:e) dod: oa$e)ie-r:

erdrOd:sod.

. dodroadcb, d..A.erd.tu. rl dnioofl #nld q.rt'oamrl drog dd OdQ dCt'Dd

uQaadeC:o ooO :n*axrd #tJdri$ dd udendd drodJd erQaad&o aocjo

droatucbood, qrdd, .tu€od gd: io$r(a) deJ doorp,gd adrdd Oo3:o$ma

BQtod, aSod$.od:, "add sde d doa3r:af /03/1 Ooaod:l5.09.2011 dg dr

e-ode abeen*dedoir abeej e-odE*od d€d fod .)dJdd wd.dmo #odd$ dcod:

udedddrn d,odB,erd6od. ddo eidedd 3i,.no.04 de] "To allow on net metering

basis, multiple registered consumers having multiple installations in a premises having an

existing SRTPV unit of a single consumer, to install multiple SRTPV units with the capacity

of each such unit not exceeding the sanctioned load of the connected installation of
respective registered consumer. Provided the consumer of the existing SRTPV installation

tariff prescribed in this Order." oarh ido sdedd $.no.09 de) "To specify that the

tariff payable to the energy injected into the distribution licensee's systeim in all the above

cases either under net metering or gross metering, shall be the latest finalised APPC rates

notified by the Commission or Rs 4l- per unit whichever is less". qrdedd Ooood6od

el{o3lt'i:d od, asoodtoB&%d.

r &eod 3id: froa8, (s)(u)a(zo) d qdfio$ .)drdd $oeo z-{od roroo(a)do "The

Seller intends to connect and operate the Solar Roof Top Photo Voltaic (SRTPV) system
with ESCOM's HT/LT Distribution system for sale of Solar Power to HESCOM in terms of

amended from time to time." aorh uoroo(d)deJ "HESCOM intends to purchase net

energy exported by such SRTPV system at the tariff determinbd by the KERC." aod)
"adJdd-

udoood, +ooi z-{od o*o$, fdd addd wd.dma fre^ldd udozfd aorb rudgedrdedo'
OoaodOod doare^ld adJdd Oo$o$m'o a3Qrad, z3ori$,odc, "add e:ded Soadr:a;i6/03[
ooood:15.09.20t7 d erdedd oanodd ddri d,o:7.08/- de CNou3rl ddde2 uodet'nd)d).
dddodddO, danrtgd ad)dd &oi:o$eaa BQrod, z3ori$.o&, .add sded doa3r:af/03/1
OUood:l5.09.2017 d sdeddod, sdedd OOoodOod tfre latest finalised APPC rates notified by the

Commission or Rs 4/- per unit whichever is less ddd{o$ oad8de.::, dr deOd, erQa3o$ ddJqd.
doOri dozooQ,$dod ae)o oo$eJrlSdrn duoe-:od:daaA do$(Otu, dr dsndod ecded

d,oedGienfld.
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